Among Parkinson's disease (PD) motor symptoms, freezing of gait (FOG) may be the most incapacitating. FOG episodes may result in falls and reduce patients' quality of life. Accurate assessment of FOG would provide objective information to neurologists about the patient's condition and the symptom's characteristics, while it could enable non-pharmacologic support based on rhythmic cues.
Introduction
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a progressive neurological condition, resulting from the degeneration of dopamine-producing neurones. Furthermore, with a prevalence of approximately of 1% among people of age above 65. This condition is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder after Alzheimer's 5 disease [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Although there are indicators that relate PD with genetic factors, the cause of it is still unknown [8, 9] . Patients with this disease manifest several motor symptoms such as bradykinesia (slowness of movements), tremor, muscle stiffness, posture alteration and freezing of gait (FOG) [6, 10, 11, 12] . Even though the current drug therapies can successfully mitigate formation of raw data input to a representation that can be exploited by ML methods. Deep learning (DL) methods are feature learning methods with multiple levels of representation [42] . DL models can easily learn feature extractions from any data, namely multimodal data, missing information and high dimensional feature spaces [42, 43] . Thus, these techniques, as opposed to shallow ML 70 algorithms, are not constrained by the engineering ability for handcrafting features or the complexity of the data representation. Furthermore, DL approaches can outperform shallow ML ones when enough data are available, which may vary depending on the expressiveness of the representation strategies adopted.
In fact, DL models have already exhibited a breakthrough in several complex 75 problems, such as image classification [44] and playing games [45] . Therefore, as stated by Eskofier et al. (2016) [46] , these techniques seem a promising alternative to the traditional ML ones for IMU-based movement disorder assessment in PD patients. 4 This paper presents a novel approach for automatic FOG detection based on 80 DL and wearable sensors data, which is able to outperform the state-of-the-art methods reaching performances of 90% for the GM. The data employed were acquired from 21 PD patients who manifested FOG episodes at their homes while performing ADL. This approach consists of both a DL architecture and a data representation strategy. More specifically, the architecture proposed is 85 an eight-layered light one-dimensional (1D) convolutional neural network (Con-vNet), and the data representation presented was the spectral window stacking (SWS), which combines information from the current window and its preceding one in the spectral domain. Moreover, the methodologies composing the stateof-the-art for FOG detection were reproduced and fairly evaluated on the same 90 data to be compared to our DL method.
The reproduced feature extractions from other authors were the following: Bächlin et al. (2009) [39] , which is hereafter referred as the Moore-Bächlin FOG Algorithm (MBFA); Mazilu et al. (2012) [40] , which is an extension of the MBFA; Tripoliti et al. (2013) [41] ; and Samà et al. (2017) [38] . How-95 ever, instead of employing the same classifiers that these authors considered in their work, it was decided to use their features to feed better suited binary classification ML algorithms [47] due to the fact that our data are more complex by being recorded in home environments while performing ADL. The ML algorithms trained were tree bagging [48] , adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) [49] , 100 adaptive logistic regression boosting (LogitBoost) [50] , random undersampling boosting (RUSBoost), robust adaptive boosting (RobustBoost) [51] and support vector machine (SVM) [52] . The results from these models served to objectively compare our proposed DL approach to the state-of-the-art, and, thus, confirm that our method is able to outperform the state-of-the-art by 7% for the GM. 105 This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 illustrates other studies about automatic FOG detection, which comprise the state-of-the-art for this task, while reviewing the latest applications of DL to the biomedical field. Section 3 introduces the DL theory applied in our approach. Section 4 shows the DL architecture and the data representation techniques composing our approach. 110 5 Section 5 describes the experiments and assessment methodologies conducted.
Section 6 reports and discusses the experiments' results in detail. Section 7 comments the conclusions and contributions of this work while outlining the next steps to take within our research line.
Related work 115
Automatic FOG detection is still an open research issue despite having been widely addressed by several combinations of devices and algorithms. This section reviews some of these approaches. Moore et al. in 2008 [53] made the first attempt to automatically detect FOG. They proposed a novel method based on a frequency analysis of the 120 accelerometer signals, from which they defined specific bands related to FOG.
More specifically, they implemented a freeze index (FI) threshold, where FI was defined as the ratio between the power spectral density in the gait freezing band (FB) (i.e. 3-8 hertz (Hz)), and in the locomotion band (LB) (i.e. 0.5-3 Hz). This threshold was applied on tri-axial accelerometer signals, which were 125 windowed into splits of 6 s. The data for performing their study were composed of inertial signals recorded by microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) placed at the left shank of 11 PD patients who manifested FOG episodes. Considering the simplicity of their method, it achieved highly accurate results; precisely, it detected 78% of FOG events. However, they performed a poor evaluation of the 130 method due to the fact that it obviated the rate of wrong FOG predictions and the data employed contained only 46 FOG events.
Later in 2009, Bächlin et al. [39] presented the MBFA, which was an extension of the method designed by Moore et al. (2008) [53] . The main changes introduced were the following: adding a power index (PI) (i.e. the power spec-135 tral density in the 0.5-8Hz band) threshold to discard standing periods as FOG candidates, and changing the window duration to 4 s in order to reduce latency time of the algorithm. They reported 73.1% and 81.6% for sensitivity and specificity, respectively. These results were, however, computed allowing an 6 offset margin of 2 s of error for the predictions. They evaluated the MBFA on 140 the Daphnet dataset [54] , which was composed by data collected in the Dynamic Analysis of Physiological Networks (DAPHNet) project. Due to its simplicity and acceptable outcomes, the MBFA method has been adopted by the research community as the basic performance reference for automatic FOG detection in PD patients inertial sensors data.
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The Daphnet dataset [54] comprises inertial signals data from 10 PD patients, from whom 8 manifested FOG episodes. Specifically, this dataset comprises one hour of tri-axial accelerometer measurements recorded with three accelerometer MEMS, placed on the shank (above the ankle), the thigh (above the knee) and the lower back. The collection was conducted in clinical facilities 150 and under controlled conditions. The protocol required patients to complete three walking tasks: walking back and forth in a straight line and making several turns of 180 degrees; walking in the lab room while performing stops and turns; and, finally, walking to another room and coming back with a cup of water. Even though this dataset was created to design systems for automatic 155 FOG detection, the conditions defining the data collection protocol, such as the limited set of activities and the clinical settings, may overestimate the results of the approaches tested on it compared to performances obtained using data recorded at the patients' homes. Mazilu et al. in 2012 [40] presented a novel FOG monitoring system based 160 on the work from Bächlin et al. (2009) [39] . Their approach combined the use of smartphones and wearable accelerometers to collect data. Moreover, they employed for the first time ML algorithms to address this detection task. Some of the ML algorithms they tested were: random forests, decision trees, naive They demonstrated that best performances were reached using window times 185 from 2.5 s to 5 s, and that, not surprisingly, the best sensors configuration was to employ all 7 sensors simultaneously. Furthermore, they stated that the most convenient configurations for placing only one sensor are the shank and back.
Within the same year, Tripoliti et al. [41] proposed a new system for automatic FOG detection. Their methodology consisted of four stages: data clean-190 ing, filtering, feature extraction and classification. As classifiers, they tested the following ML algorithms: naive Bayes, random forests, decision trees and random trees. The data they employed were collected from 16 people: 5 healthy subjects, 6 PD patients who did not suffer from the FOG symptom, and 5 PD patients who manifested FOG episodes. These data were collected using Within the same year, Rodríguez et al. [59] proposed to complement the 205 FOG detection approaches with postural assessment to increase the specificity of the methods. In fact, they were able to increase this metric by about 5% due to preventing the system from detecting FOG events when the patient was not in a standing position. These experiments were performed using a single waistworn tri-axial accelerometer on 20 PD patients who manifested FOG episodes. During the same period, Mazilu et al. [61] present a study in which they em-220 ploy electrocardiogram and skin conductance signals, from the CuPiD dataset, in order to predict FOG episodes before they take place. They were able to predict 71.3% of FOG episodes about 4 seconds before they took place (in average).
However, they tuned the models for each patient to evaluate them.
Recently, in 2017, Rodríguez et al. [35] presented an approach for FOG 225 detection in PD patients during their ADL. They proposed a set of 55 features in combination with an SVM as the binary classifier to detect FOG episodes.
The data was composed of inertial signal recordings at 40 Hz from 21 PD patients who manifested FOG episodes. These data were collected using a single IMU placed at the left side of the waist while the patients performed ADL at 230 their homes. They achieved performance results of 76.8% for the GM using an episode-based evaluation strategy. However, this strategy reduces the specificity achieved compared to sample based evaluations due to long sitting and standing episodes; consequently, their approach could achieve higher performances using the same evaluation strategy than other authors.
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Within the same year, Samà et al. [38] presented a simplification of the approach proposed by Rodríguez et al. (2017) [35] , which reduces the number of features to be considered from 55 to 28. Furthermore, they performed a comparative study of the validation performances of their approach and the other ones composing the state-of-the-art for automatic FOG detection. More precisely, [35] . Later, they trained ML models using these features and compared the 10-fold cross-validation error performance of all of them. From this work, they demonstrated that the 28-feature simpli-245 fication could reach equivalent performances to the 55-feature former one. In addition, they reported 85.15% for the GM using leave-one-patient-out on data from 15 PD patients. In fact, the convolutional layers can extract features from data that have local underlying spatial or temporal patterns; moreover, stacking these layers leads to 260 extracting progressively more abstract patterns. Although ConvNets are con-sidered the most powerful and efficient location invariant feature extractors, the key strategies when training these models are to employ sample normalisation and augmentation techniques [63]. However, when dealing with sequence data, its temporal information may restrict the scope of coherent data augmentation 265 strategies. For example, the meaning of signal data might change if these are rotated or inverted, whereas patterns in images are usually invariant to these operations.
Convolutional neural networks
The next subsections review some of the properties of DL models exploited in our approach and some work of ConvNet models for biomedical data problems. 
Regularisation for DL models 280
Regularisation techniques are those that modify a learning algorithm to reduce its generalisation error while preserving training accuracy [43] . There are several regularisation techniques such as the L2-norm regularisation, dropout and early stopping, which are hereafter reviewed.
Parameter norm penalties. This type of techniques aim to limit the representation power of a learning model by adding a penalisation cost Ω(θ) to the objective function J(Y t , Y p ) such that the function to be optimised is rede-
where θ represents the model's parameters, which would correspond to DL's 285 weights and/or activations; Y t are the ground truth labels of the data samples;
while Y p represent the model's predictions; and λ is an hyperparameter that balances the model's learning capacity and its training error.
The most extended parameter norm penalty is the L2 parameter regularisation. This technique penalises the parameters' norm, emphasising on abnormally high values. This technique is defined as
(2)
Thus, it will positively reward the model's objective function when the representation responsibility is distributed among all patterns, rather than being 290 concentrated on a subset of them.
Early stopping. DL models are trained iteratively to reach suboptimal, but acceptable, solutions to a problem. These iterations are denoted as epochs.
Correctly establishing the number of epochs is important to prevent the model from overfitting to the training data, while avoiding useless computation. Ide-295 ally, one would determine the number of epochs that a model will require to converge and set it as a fixed parameter. However, this number is correlated to several factors, some of which are semi-random such as the weights initialisation. Therefore, it is usually convenient to establish convergence criteria to stop the training process [66, 67] .
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Data augmentation. The best strategy for enhancing ML models' generalisation is to increase the training data available [63] . Data augmentation approaches are those that artificially increment the training data available to maximise the information gain from exploiting it. For example, in the image data context, a picture of a dog will still coherently represent a dog whether it is rotated, 305 inverted, changed of colour or intensity, shifted some pixels to any direction, or cropped; thus, any of these transformations would provide a 'new' sample of a dog to the training set.
Dropout. Dropout is an efficient and effective regularisation method [68, 65] .
This method has a similar effect to implementing the bagging ensemble strategy 310 over numerous DL models while preserving inexpensive computational costs.
The main intuition behind dropout is to employ only a random subset of the network each time a new instance is fed to the model; thus, the only parameter to be tuned is the probability of dropping a neurone.
Training DL models 315
Training DL models implies tuning an overwhelming number of hyperparameters [43] . Moreover, DL training procedures are non-deterministic due to stochastic operations that take place during the process such as weights initialisation and dropout. Consequently, the configuration for these models is rarely determined by exhaustive exploration or cross-validation strategies due to the 320 unaffordable overhead of computation resources required by these techniques.
DL models are trained using different datasets for the training and testing procedures instead of cross-validation or leave-one-out strategies, while part of the hyperparameters is defined according to previous knowledge or similar studies instead of performing blind explorations.
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Optimisation algorithms and the learning rate. DL models implement stochastic gradient-based algorithms to optimise the error loss after each batch is processed. These stochastic training methods perform the optimisation in mini- AdaGrad; and adaptive momentum (Adam) [73] .
Deep learning for the medical field
A trend of adopting DL techniques to address various tasks has recently arisen in the biomedical research field [74, 75] . In general terms, the biomedical tasks being addressed so far belong to two main categories: problems defined 345 by images, and those involving sequences.
Image data
ConvNets provide very powerful representations on image-data problems [76] . Two recent applications of these models for biomedical research were to diagnose mild cognitive impairment from resting state functional MRI (fMRI) 350 data [77] , and to segment 3D biomedical image, such as MRI, fMRI and computed tomography [78] . In fact, ConvNets received great acceptance within this field due to their extraordinary capacity for exploiting image data.
Time series data
The latest advances in DL strategies specially designed to tackle time series 355 data problems, such as Memory Networks [79] and Differential Neural Computers [80] , have recently become the state-of-the-art on several complex problems,
such as to answer questions about a text or dialogue, to find the shortest path and to infer missing links in graphs [80] . However, while these architectures intend to address reasoning-like tasks, most of the biomedical time-series prob- Their approach requires the patients to perform a predefined sequence of iterated movements which are recorded by sensors on a smartphone.
DL for FOG detection

Architecture
The architecture proposed is an eight-layered 1D-ConvNet, which is illus-395 trated in Figure 1 . The input layer of this model was fed using 9-channel signals recorded from a waist-worn IMU, which were represented adopting the SWS (see Section 4.3.1) resulting into samples of 64 measures and 18 channels.
Next, there is the first convolutional layer, which differs from the successive ones since it fuses the information from the signal's channels using a kernel of shape to automatically learn the frequency characteristics along window sizes above 2 s, which we consider that contains enough significant patterns to solve the 420 classification task. 
Error loss
Since FOG detection is an imbalanced binary classification task, the weighted hinge loss (5) algorithm was chosen as the error loss function.
where y + true and y − true are the true positive (i.e. 1) and negative (i.e. -1) labels of the data, respectively; y pred are the model's predictions; ρ is the prior of the ρ ) is a weighting coefficient that allows to adjust the balancing factor.
Data representation
Spectral window stacking
The data representation strategy proposed for training the DL models is the 430 SWS. This strategy consists in taking the information of two consecutive windows from the 9-channel signal data recorded by the three tri-axial sensors (i.e. accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer) and joining them in the spectral domain. More precisely, the already preprocessed data was windowed using a window size of 2.56 s since sensor measurements employed were acquired at 435 50 Hz, according to Moore et al. (2013) [57], window sizes for FOG detection should be at least of 2.5 s to achieve accurate results, and GPUs are more efficient for input sizes equals to powers of two. Thus, a window was composed of 128 nine-channel instances. Then, the SWS method was applied to these windows.
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The SWS function takes two arguments W t and W t−1 , which refer to the window to be analysed at time t and its previous one, respectively. The function's process, a diagram of which is illustrated in Figure 2 , is composed of the following steps: first, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is computed for both windows; next, only the first symmetric half of each window is kept; and, finally, 
Data augmentation
The proposed data augmentation strategy stochastically quadrupled the This method was composed of two consecutive operations: shifting and rotating. More precisely, the starting measure of each file in the data was randomly shifted within the range of one window's size to have the same data in different parts of the samples. Next, the windows of all files were generated accordingly.
Later, for each window before performing the SWS, it was decided whether to use it unchanged or transformed using a rotation matrix with probability 0.5.
Moreover, these matrices implemented rotation angles which simulated variations of the IMU placement due to inter-patients waist form differences or device misplacement. The implementation of these matrices was
where α ∈ [−30, 30] was generated through a normal distribution N ∼ (0, 10), β ∈ [−10, 10] with N ∼ (0, 15) and γ ∈ [−10, 10] with N ∼ (0, 2.5) (see Figure   3 to view these axes associated with a patient's IMU placement). 
Experiments
Data collection
The data employed were composed of inertial signals from 21 PD patients.
The clinical characteristics of the sample are shown in Table 1 . The inertial data were recorded using a single IMU with three tri-axial sensors: accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer. The IMU was of size 99 × 53 × 19 mm 3 and 465 weighed 78 g. It was placed on the left side of the patient's waist, as shown in Healthcare Services (Tel Aviv, Israel). This protocol was completed at the home of each patient, while these participants performed several ADL wearing the waist-placed IMU. The collection trials were structured in two parts: the first part was performed when the patients were in OFF-state; the same tests were repeated in ON-state. The researchers visited patients at home at the 495 period they usually were in the OFF-state, and occasionally it was facilitated by reducing or skipping the previous dopaminergic medication dose. Once the OFF-state was confirmed by the patient and the researchers, the inertial sensor was placed on the patients waist, and the protocol was followed by the patient.
Once finished, the patient took his medication and researchers waited until the 500 patient entered the On phase. Then, the protocol was followed again with the waist inertial sensor. The protocol included the following activities: walking in the apartment while showing every room of it to the researchers as if they were interested in selling it, walking ten meters outdoors, and a specific test to elicit FOG episodes. This test included at least 3 repetitions of the following 505 sequence of actions: standing up from a chair or sofa, walking 6 meters, turning 180 degrees, walking the 6 meters back to the chair or sofa, and sitting down on it. In addition to this, other special activities were recorded to increase the complexity of detecting FOG: cleaning a cup, carrying a glass of water, typing in a computer, brushing one's teeth, and drawing and erasing on a sheet of paper.
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During the data recording, many non-scripted situations arose which introduced variability on the collection trials. For example, some patients had to answer a phone call or avoid colliding with their pets; furthermore, some of these events triggered FOG episodes. All the data were labelled by clinicians participating in the REMPARK project, using the strategy presented by Samà et al. (2013) [87] 515 to synchronise the video with the IMU measurements. Finally, all the data were relabelled relying only on the video recordings using a specific labelling software to ensure that all episodes were correctly labelled in the videos. This task was performed by clinicians from UParkinson within the MASPARK project.
Data preprocessing 520
The data were composed by 18.64 hours of 9-channel signal data sampled at 200 Hz recorded from 21 PD patients. These raw data were processed as follows. Which, reinforced the need for data augmentation strategies since DL strategies usually require huge datasets. 
DL training settings
The hyperparameters were chosen conducting several suboptimal explorations 550 during which only subsets of hyperparameters were tuned at a time. During this process, the following hyper-parameters were tuned: learning rate, number of convolutional and fully connected layers, weight decay values, loss function, and early stopping. The resulting configuration of this process is hereafter described.
The models were trained via backpropagation using the following configura-555 tion: the weight initialisation method was set to 'Xavier initialisation' [89]. The
Optimisation method was set to Adam. The learning rate was set to 5 · 10 −5 .
Gradient clipping was implemented with clip value set to 1. The w parameter of Equation (5) moreover, the probabilities of randomly shifting a window and multiplying it 565 by a rotation matrix were set to 1 and 0.5, respectively. The L2-norm weight regularisation with the penalty parameter set to 10 −5 was implemented in all layers except the output one, which had the penalty parameter set to 10 −2 . The dropout dropping rate was set to 0.5 in the convolutional layers, and to 0.25 in the fully-connected ones.
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Although our proposed representation was the SWS, three simpler strategies were implemented and compared to this one before proceeding to test our approach. More precisely, the representation methodologies compared were the following: single window in the temporal domain (TW); single window in the spectral domain (SW); two windows concatenated in the temporal domain 575 (TWC); and the SWS. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 3 which contains the best training models out of 50 runs for each configuration.
The procedure for choosing the models to be compared followed the same strategy that the one presented in Subsection 5.5, but considering only 50 runs from which at least 20 models should achieve selection metrics above 50%. From Ta-580 ble 3 it can be observed that the SWS undoubtedly outperformed all alternative representations considered in this task; the SWS was, therefore, implemented in the final DL model. [38] , all the approaches selected for being reproduced had high performances when using window sizes of 3.2 s with overlapping of 50%, sensors sampling frequency equals to 40 Hz and being filtered using a second-order low-pass filter with cut-off frequency set to 15 Hz. Although this strategy slightly differs regarding 590 window size and sampling frequency from our DL approach, since FOG frequencies are still entirely represented by using 40 Hz and the window size is almost the same, both representations are considered as equivalent. Therefore, the recommendations of this previous work were adopted, and the data were processed accordingly to ensure having a fair reproduction of other authors' methods. The 595 window labelling was implemented as in our DL approach.
Reproduced feature extractions
The following features were implemented to reproduce the existing state-ofthe-art methods and compare them to our DL approach:
MBFA presented by Bächlin et al. (2009) [39] . This feature extraction was 600 applied to each window using accelerometer data, from which computed the FI and the PI. 
ML algorithms implemented
According to Caruana et al. (2006) [47] , tree bagging [48] , AdaBoost [49] ,
LogitBoost [50] , RUSBoost [90] , RobustBoost [51] and SVM [52] are powerful algorithms for solving two-class classification problems. These were therefore implemented in order to reproduce the state-of-the-art for automatic FOG de-630 tection.
Tree bagging [48] . This algorithm trains an ensemble of decision trees using subsets from the training data, which are generated by sampling with replacement as many instances as the number of samples in the training dataset. Then, the predictions are performed by majority voting from all the trees in the ensemble.
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AdaBoost [49] . This algorithm trains an ensemble of decision trees sequentially, such that the new trees aggregated to the ensemble are focused on the previously misclassified samples. The prediction is performed as a weighted average on over all the predictions of the trees in the ensemble.
LogitBoost [50] . This algorithm extends AdaBoost by reducing the weight as-640 signed to badly misclassified samples to achieve higher performances in poorly separable data.
RUSBoost [90] . This algorithm extends AdaBoost by training the learners with class balanced subsets of the training data to achieve higher performances in class-imbalanced problems.
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RobustBoost [51] . The traditional AdaBoost focuses each iteration on classifying previously misclassified samples. However, this strategy may lower the average accuracy of the classifier if there are incorrect labels in the data. The RobustBoost algorithm extends AdaBoost by maximising the number of undoubtedly well-classified samples, namely above a certain threshold, rather than 650 minimising the models' train error.
SVM [52] . SVMs are a powerful shallow ML algorithm, specially in binary classification tasks. The implemented version of SVM was the one with the radial basis function (RBF) kernel [91] , namely SVM-RBF. From these hyperparameters explorations, the best validation configurations 675 were chosen to be later compared to our DL approach on the same 4 test PD patients' data, which are presented in Table 4 . The number of weak classifiers and the learning rate were fixed to 1024 and 0.1, respectively, in all models that had these parameters. The other hyperparameters optimal configuration differed depending on the feature extraction and the algorithm. The table presents the 680 number of weak learners used by the ensemble ML algorithms, which is denoted as 'Tree-type'. The minimum and the maximum number of leafs is presented as an absolute value by 'min x' and 'max x', respectively, or as a relative value by 'min x%' and 'max x%', where X is the number of leafs. that, all models that trained for less than 300 epochs were discarded. Later, only configurations which had less than 10% difference between their top-5 models regarding selection metric were maintained. Next, the best model (in terms of selection metric) of each of the remaining configurations was chosen to represent them. Finally, these candidate models were sorted by selection metric and the 705 best one was chosen for testing, while the remaining ones forming the top-5
were employed to ensure that our study was reproducible. In fact, all top-5 models were able to outperform the state-of-the-art approaches reproduced in this work, while achieving testing performances higher than 88.5%.
Regarding the shallow ML models, the reported configurations were chosen 710 by running 15 times the hyperparameters search first, using the same 17 Training patients that in the DL experiments, and leave-one-patient-out cross-validation.
Next, the best validation configuration for each pair of shallow algorithm and feature extraction was retrained on the entire training data and tested on the same remaining patients than our DL approach. 715 
Tools and technologies
The experiments in this work were executed using three PCs, each of which had the following features: the Intel Core i7-7700 (8 cores at 3.60 GHz) as CPU; [41] achieved the poorest results among all. Table 6 presents the comparison between our reproduction of the state-ofthe-art and itself but on the literature. The performances reported by the original authors in their studies were compared to our reproduction of these methods 740 to assess the correctness of the replications. More precisely, each feature extraction was paired to its best performing classifier to form the reproduction of the other authors' approach. This was done to verify the correctness of the reproduction in our data.
From Table 6 it can be observed that the best performances of the methods 745 reproduced differ in some cases from the ones reported in the literature. However, these differences can be justified by the following observations. Bächlin et 
DL results
The 1D-ConvNet selected, which was composed by 37121 parameters, trained for 456 epochs achieving a Training-validation GM of 90.2%. Table 7 illustrates the results of this model in all three datasets, which were consistent with the remaining candidate models from the top-5 (these results are not included in 765 this table). Testing results presented were obtained from the optimal model found through the selection metric performances, as described in Subsection 5.5. Moreover, from these results, it can be observed that the DL approach outperformed the state-of-the-art methodologies for automatic FOG detection, which had testing GM performances of 83% (see Table 5 ). DL models are usually hard to train; they require large amounts of resources concerning both time and computation power. Moreover, the training process may be even non-deterministic. Therefore, generating adjustable models is an interesting feature to consider since it would allow the final user to modify the performance ratio of the system in order to match his preferences, without, of 775 course, the overhead of retraining a slightly different model. From Figure 4 , which shows the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC Curve) of our 1D-ConvNet approach, it can be observed that this model can be regulated to numerous well-performing configurations. Furthermore, the GM of several of the thresholded models remained above 90%, and the area under the curve Table 5 to compare the results from our approach to the best possible methods in the state-of-the-art. This table confirms that our approach significantly outperforms all existing strategies for automatic FOG 785 detection.
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Limitations
Results achieved by DL models are clearly above the state-of-the-art; however, the real-time implementation of our approach would require more compu- 27776 parameters, which is about 25% less than the DL strategy.
The DL models were trained using 3 tri-axial signals data; while most of the previous approaches only used accelerometers or, in some cases, accelerometers 795 and gyroscopes. Thus, this method requires being implemented into a complete 9-axis IMU instead of a single accelerometer. However, 9-axis sensors, such as the LSM9DS1 [95], are currently quite extended.
The dataset comprised 21 PD patients' data. This volume of participants may be insufficient to capture and accurately represent Parkinson's disease inter-800 patients variability since this condition affects each patient differently. Consequently, the proposed approach should be further validated in larger datasets.
Conclusions
This paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the first study to present a method for FOG detection on home environments based on DL techniques.
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More precisely, the DL model presented is feed-forward 1D-ConvNet, which achieved performances about 90% for the GM. Moreover, by achieving these results, our approach was able to outperform the state-of-the-art methodologies for this task, which was double checked by accurately reproducing these 34 methodologies and testing them on the same data that the DL models.
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Our approach, which significantly improves the current performance of ex- 
